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Parallel

architectures

Why parallel computing?

Huge amount of data

Expensive algorithms

Which paradigm?

A lot
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Message Passing  

Interface

Standard of communication for HPC/Grid Computing

Widely used in the scientific community.

Implementations

OpenMPI, MPICH, IBM, Intel etc..

Support for:

RMA (Remote Memory Access)

Shared memory

Checkpointing

P2P and collective communication

Fault tolerance under develoment http://mpi-forum.org/mpi-40

http://mpi-forum.org/mpi-40
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ROOTMpi

Integration of MPI and ROOT technologies in a framework for

parallel computing.

Motivation: 

 Communicate ROOT objects through processes.

 Implement MPI with a better design for ROOT.

 Create an interface that uses the new C++ 

features to write parallel code.

 Implement TMVA algorithms in parallel for HPC/Grid

systems.
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ROOTMpi

Prototype is going under development with the next features

already implemented

Peer to Peer communication

Some collective operation implemented

Gather/AllGtaher

Scatter/AllScatter

Redude/AllReduce

Bcast

Communicators

IntraCommunicator

InterCommunicator

Blocking and non-blocking communication.

Tested with OpenMPI and MPICH
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ROOTMpi Design
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ROOTMpi Design

Comparison with C
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ROOTMpi Design

Comparison with C

Send in ROOTMpi

Global

Communicator

Template

Method
Any serializable

object

Message

destination Tag id
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ROOTMpi Design
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Example

Peer to Peer
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Example

Peer to Peer output
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New parallel

architecture for TMVA
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Prototype with examples

Jupyter notebooks

ParallelExecutor (MultiProc)

ParallelExecutorMpi (OpenMPI)

http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/oprojects/tmva-notebook-dev/blob/master/ParallelExecution.ipynb
http://nbviewer.jupyter.org/github/oprojects/tmva-notebook-dev/blob/master/ParallelExecutionMpi.ipynb
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Conclusions

MPI standard have all need HPC/Grid computing

 Shared/Distributed memory

 Checkpointing

 Fault tolerance under development

ROOTMpi is

 A modern interface for MPI that uses powerful C++ design

 A great communication system through serialization.

 An easy way to parallelize codes in ROOT for HPC/Grid computing.

TMVA is developing a modern architecture for multiple parallelization

paradigms like HPC/Grid computing
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More Information

Website

http://oproject.org

http://oproject.org/
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Thanks!

Questions?
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Backups

Machine Learning Software that are using MPI

IBM ml-toolbox link

Microsoft Distributed Machine Learning Toolkit

link

Microsoft  Multiverso link

Theano MPI link

eXtreme Gradient Boosting link1 link2

Distributed TensorFlow with MPI link

Intel MPI Distributed Machine Learning link

http://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/projects/verification/ml_toolbox/
https://github.com/Microsoft/DMTK
https://github.com/Microsoft/Multiverso
https://github.com/uoguelph-mlrg/Theano-MPI
https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost
https://www.mapr.com/blog/how-set-distributed-xgboost-mapr-fs
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.02339v1.pdf
http://www.techenablement.com/intel-mpi-enables-scalable-distributed-machine-learning/

